The above curves are histograms of the Final Exam scores and Final Course Scores, on a percentage scale (0 – 100%).

The “Final Course Score” is on a percentage basis (ranging from 0% to 100%). It includes all exam, clicker and homework grades. The clicker scores are after dropping the lowest 20% and then adding on the OBAFGKM extra credit points if you earned them.

To find your scores, look under the “Report” tab on Angel. Under “Choose Report”, select Category=Grades, then click “Run”.

In the “Final Course Results” section of that report you should also see an entry showing your “Course Grade”. That is the overall grade that you received for the course, on the MSU grading scale which runs from 0.0 (failing) through 4.0 (perfect).

The table shows the cutoff points for each grade. I do NOT round your scores up. Your actual score determines whether or not you get the grade.

Do NOT pay any attention to entries like “Category Average”, or any other number you happen to see in other parts of the web page.